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Sinusoidal-Based Lowband Synthesis for Artificial

Speech Bandwidth Extension
Johannes Abel and Tim Fingscheidt , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Conventional narrowband (NB) telephony suffers
from limited acoustic bandwidth at the receiver side, leading to
degraded speech quality and intelligibility. In this paper, artificial
speech bandwidth extension (ABE) of NB speech toward missing
frequencies below about 300 Hz (low-frequency band, LB) is pro-
posed to enhance the speech quality. The LB-ABE in this paper is
employed together with a preexisting ABE toward high-frequency
components to obtain spectrally balanced speech signals. In an in-
strumental quality assessment, the spectral distance in the LB was
improved by more than 5 dB compared to NB speech. In a subjec-
tive listening test, the gap of speech quality between wideband and
NB speech was significantly reduced when employing the proposed
ABE toward low frequencies. The LB extension was found to fur-
ther improve the preexisting ABE toward higher frequencies by a
significant 0.26 CMOS points.

Index Terms—Artificial speech bandwidth extension, lowband,
sinusoidal.

I. INTRODUCTION

H
UMAN speech production helps translating thoughts into

speech. The message to be uttered is subject to phono-

logical encoding, which subsequently triggers a chain of artic-

ulators on the physiological level for producing the sequence

of sounds. Controlling the air flow arising from the lungs and

thereby exciting the vocal cords, the glottis plays a key role in

the speech production process. This muscle either periodically

opens and closes with so-called fundamental frequency F0 or

remains open while air passes through and thus creates a peri-

odic or noisy excitation signal, respectively. In case of periodic

excitation, additional resonant frequencies at integer multiples

of the fundamental frequency emerge, which Zwicker and Fastl

refer to as harmonic complex tones [1]. These harmonic com-

plex tones or the aforementioned noisy excitation signal are

then spectrally shaped by the vocal tract into vowels and con-

sonants, where sounds based on harmonic excitation are called

voiced sounds (e.g., /a/), and sounds with noisy excitation are

called unvoiced sounds (e.g., /f/). The fundamental frequency
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(sometimes: pitch1) depends on the speaker’s physiology (e.g.,

properties of the respective vocal tract), the speaker’s psycho-

logical state (i.e., level of arousal), and the sound to be uttered.

On average, men utter harmonic sounds with a fundamental fre-

quency in the range of 50 Hz≤F0≤250 Hz, while women pro-

duce harmonic excitation in the range of 120 Hz≤F0≤500 Hz

[2]. Together with the fact that on average woman have a

2–3 cm shorter vocal tract and consequently formant frequen-

cies are approx. 20% higher than those of men [3], [4], leads to

the observation that (on average) men have deeper voices than

women.

Traditional narrowband (NB) telephony limits the transmitted

frequency components to a range of 300 Hz≤f ≤3400 Hz [5].

Obviously, for voiced sounds this leads to a degraded speech

quality for most men and women with deep voice, since the

first or even more of the harmonics are omitted. Remedy of this

deficiency is achieved by using a wideband (WB) telephony

call, where frequencies in the range of 100 Hz≤f ≤7000 Hz [5]

are transmitted. In practice, however, successfully establishing

a WB call depends on many circumstances: Both the end-user

devices and the underlying infrastructure need to be WB-capable

throughout. In addition, special arrangements need to be taken

to enable WB calls from one operator to another. Whenever one

of these factors is not given, only a NB call is possible, resulting

in a call of minor speech quality. Even though more and more

WB calls are established nowadays, customers are expected to

cope again and again with bad telephone speech quality caused

by lacking acoustic bandwidth still for many years. Artificial

speech bandwidth extension (ABE) is a speech enhancement

approach in the downlink path of a telephony call, improving

the received NB speech signal by recovering missing frequency

components. Therefore, ABE approaches can serve as a fall-

back solution to maintain a high and consistent speech quality

whenever only a NB call is possible.

Most of the past ABE-related research efforts focused on

estimating the upper band (UB), i.e., frequency components

in the range 4 kHz≤f ≤8 kHz (or ≤ 7 kHz). These methods

will be referred to as UB-ABE in this work. They mostly aim

at improving speech quality, but some studies also reported

an increased speech intelligibility [6]–[9]. The majority of

1The term pitch refers to a metric describing the subjective impression how
high or how low these harmonic complex tones are perceived by humans. In
literature the term pitch is often used as synonym for fundamental frequency. At
low frequencies, pitch and fundamental frequency of harmonic complex tones
are almost identical [1], which might be one reason for the often imprecise usage
of the term pitch.
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UB-ABE approaches make use of the source-filter model for

speech production by splitting the estimation task into two sim-

pler estimation tasks, namely estimation of an UB excitation

(a.k.a. residual) signal, and of an UB spectral envelope, inde-

pendently. Most approaches obtain an UB residual signal by

simple, yet effective, spectral folding [10], which is a mod-

ulation technique mirroring the existing NB residual into the

UB. Due to the nature of this approach, the harmonic structure

in the UB is destroyed. Investigations conducted in [11]–[13]

revealed and confirmed that the harmonic structure in the UB

is perceptually unimportant, thus justifying the use of spectral

folding for UB-ABE approaches. The UB spectral envelope, on

the other hand, is obtained by employing classifiers for estimat-

ing among quantized UB spectral envelopes, e.g., by nearest

neighbor search in a pretrained NB codebook (codebook en-

tries correspond to quantized UB spectral envelopes) [14], [15],

Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) [16], [17], conventional neu-

ral networks [18], hidden Markov models (HMMs) with GMMs

as acoustic model [19]–[23], or an HMM with feedforward deep

neural networks (DNNs) as acoustic model [24]. Furthermore,

DNNs have been employed for estimating the UB spectral enve-

lope directly (regression) [25]–[28]. Opposed to the source-filter

model, UB spectral magnitudes and UB phases can be estimated

right away using sum-product networks (SPMs) [29], DNNs

[30], [31], or recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [32], which can

then be transformed back to the time domain by an overlap-add

(OLA) structure. In several studies, an increased speech quality

when using ABE solutions was shown [18], [33].

In addition to the extension towards high frequencies, low-

band (LB) ABE (referred to as LB-ABE) can be performed,

which extends the NB speech towards the low frequencies, i.e.,

f ≤ 300 Hz. Note that missing LB frequencies are the usual

case in NB calls, but may happen for tandeming or acoustical

reasons also in WB calls. According to French and Steinberg

[34], frequencies below 250 Hz do not contribute to the ar-

ticulation index (AI), i.e., these frequencies play a negligible

role w.r.t. speech intelligibility. Hence, the main objective of

LB-ABE is speech quality enhancement. As seen for UB-ABE,

many LB-ABE approaches also follow the source-filter model

for speech production to obtain an LB speech component. In

contrast to UB-ABE, the LB residual at voiced sounds needs to

be as precise as possible in terms of a correct harmonic structure

to prevent artifacts, such as shadow voices. Estimates of the LB

residual signal are obtained, e.g., by non-linear processing of the

NB residual. One approach is to convolve the NB residual with

itself, and thus create harmonic components at the fundamental

frequency and multiples of it [35]–[37]. In [38] a residual signal

is taken from an internal NB representation of the code-excited

linear prediction (CELP) decoder. Furthermore, a residual signal

can be obtained by harmonic modeling [14]. Another approach

leading to an estimated LB residual signal is to perform GMM-

based classification among pretrained WB residual signals and

subsequent lowpass filtering (known as modified data-driven

voice source modeling) [39].

Spectral shaping of the LB residual signal can be achieved by

simple amplification of the 100 Hz component by 10 dB [35] or

via linear mapping [38]. More sophisticated approaches estimate

the LB spectral envelope using nearest neighbor search (ana-

log to UB spectral envelope estimation) [14], [36]. In [37] the

LB spectral envelope is modeled by an autoregressive moving-

average (ARMA)-filter. Employing statistical models, a GMM-

based envelope estimation scheme was presented in [40] and

furthermore an HMM estimating the temporal envelope and

adapting the estimated residual signal by gain manipulation was

presented in [39], implicitly also defining the resulting LB spec-

tral envelope. Using a statistical model for regression, a conven-

tional neural network for direct LB spectral envelope estimation

was developed [36].

An LB residual can also be obtained in the frequency domain

by constructing harmonic peaks and subsequent application of

the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) [40], [41]. Precise

fundamental frequency estimators are of crucial importance for

this approach, however, in [41] the fundamental frequency was

taken from the clean WB signal. Apart from source-filter model

approaches, the LB speech component can be completely esti-

mated in the frequency domain using an HMM for magnitude

estimation and a linear mapping function to obtain an LB phase

estimate with subsequent IFFT [42].

During unvoiced sounds, the LB is perceptually unimportant

[43], therefore an LB-ABE can be assumed not to be necessary

for those sounds. The LB of voiced sounds, however, contains

the perceptually important harmonics [43] and therefore the

LB-ABE task can be simplified to recover only the missing har-

monic peaks. A straightforward approach is to obtain an LB

residual signal by first estimating the fundamental frequency

from the NB signal and then synthesizing the missing harmon-

ics with a sine generator in the time domain [43]–[47], which is

referred to as sinusoidal synthesis. The main challenge of this

approach is to estimate a precise fundamental frequency. Speech

codec-specific approaches take an estimate of the fundamental

frequency, e.g., from the CELP decoder [44], e.g., the adap-

tive multi-rate (AMR) decoder [45]. Being independent of the

speech codec, some approaches employ separate fundamental

frequency estimators [43], [46], [47]. The estimation of an enve-

lope for the LB can be reduced to an estimation of the amplitude

of the synthesized sinusoids, thus being a partial estimation of

the LB spectral envelope. Estimating the harmonics’ amplitudes

may be done using a codebook mapping scheme [44], GMMs

[45], neural networks [46], or can be as simple as taking the

weighted amplitude of the first existing harmonic peak in the

NB or taking the average of the existing harmonics in the NB

[47]. Subjective listening tests for sinusoidal-based LB-ABE

approaches were conducted in [43]–[45]. In the subjective lis-

tening test conducted in [43] it was found that speech signals

processed by their LB-ABE approach contain more annoying

distortions than the underlying NB signal with the LB missing.

A preference test was conducted in [44], which revealed that in a

direct comparison their LB-ABE approach mildly degrades the

NB condition, while at the same time a slightly smaller speech

quality gap between NB and WB was observed. The LB-ABE

approach presented in [45] was able to slightly improve subjec-

tive speech quality of male speakers, however, slight additional

artifacts were introduced into the resulting speech signal by

LB-ABE, therefore eliminating the positive effect. The authors
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in [46], [47] also reported artifacts in their respective LB-ABE

approach.

Closely related to blind estimation of parameters for restoring

lower or upper frequency components, sinusoidal-based analy-

sis/synthesis methods exist, performing an explicit calculation

of such parameters from a given speech signal (analysis) so that

in a later step, speech synthesis can be performed to again ob-

tain a speech signal based on the calculated parameters. Most

prominently these approaches aim to compress speech signals

for transmission (speech coding) in order to lower the bitrate.

On the other hand, such analysis/synthesis methods provide the

means to easily manipulate a speech signal at the parameter

level, e.g., to change tonality of a given speech signal. Rele-

vant research for the presented work was conducted McAulay

and Quatieri [48] and Degottex and Erro [49], who investigated

sinusoidal-based analysis/synthesis approaches.

In this work, we present a time-domain LB-ABE approach by

sinusoidal synthesis of the missing harmonics for low-latency

applications. Frame-wisely calculated amplitude and fundamen-

tal frequency estimates are processed by a sigmoid-based frame-

to-sample interpolation function, which considers the human

speech production w.r.t. the glottis’ inertia and at the same

time prevents discontinuities at the frame borders during syn-

thesis. Prior work conducted in [43], [44], [47] employed linear

techniques for conducting frame-to-sample interpolation, which

bears the risk of producing discontinuities at the frame borders

due to sudden parameter changes. While solutions presented in

[44], [45] base their approaches on the fundamental frequency

estimate from a speech decoder, we developed an LB-ABE ap-

proach which is independent of any speech coding employed

in the transmission path. To obtain the fundamental frequency

for synthesis, our scheme performs a low-latency estimation

along with latency-free Viterbi-based tracking over time to en-

sure smooth and precise F0 estimates. In consequence, our

approach is not restricted to be used with a specific hybrid

speech codec such as the AMR codec [50], but can moreover be

employed in a broader scope, e.g., on top of waveform speech

codecs such as the wide-spread ITU-T G.711 [51] codec or even

to enhance degraded (historical) speech recordings. To under-

line the capability of a broader use of the solution, we emulate

practical employment by parameterizing and evaluating our LB-

ABE approach on acoustically different speech databases. Our

proposed approach introduces multiple means for error con-

cealment of amplitude and fundamental frequency estimates.

Regarding amplitude estimation, we refrain from employing

non-linear statistical models such as GMMs [45] or NNs [46],

in oder to keep full control of the system by using only a few

hyperparameters. In prior work [43]–[45], the synthesized LB

speech component suffered from artifacts, which unfortunately

led to a degradation of the overall speech quality of the re-

spective extended speech signals. Consequently, in this work,

most efforts aim at minimizing the degrading effect of each

individual estimation error. Therefore, we developed a supervi-

sion mechanism to guide each generated sinusoidal track from

“birth” to “death”. In detail, a novel state-based signal model

for synthesizing the LB speech component has been developed,

which prevents the propagation of estimation errors into the

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the ABE processing framework including both
an UB-ABE and an LB-ABE. Relevant processing steps for LB extension are
found within the light gray-shaded box, here providing an LB signal estimate
s̃LB(n) at 16 kHz sampling rate with index n (8 kHz sampling rate has index
n′). Sinusoids are generated during lowband synthesis, indicated as dark gray-
shaded box.

synthesized harmonic track(s) and parameterizes the employed

frame-to-sample interpolation function according to estimated

fundamental frequency, amplitude and the previous state. In

consequence, the proposed system produces a robust and high-

quality LB speech component.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II presents the

algorithmic details of the LB-ABE approach, covering the main

aspects, i.e., the employed fundamental frequency estimation,

amplitude estimation, the signal model, and the sinusoidal syn-

thesis. Following the experimental setup in Section III, results

for instrumental and subjective assessment are presented and

discussed in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in

Section V.

II. ARTIFICIAL LOWBAND EXTENSION FRAMEWORK

The ABE framework is depicted in Fig. 1. The system in-

puts the NB speech signal sNB(n′) and outputs the extended

speech signal s̃WB(n), with n′ and n being the 8 and 16 kHz

sample indices, respectively. In a framewise fashion, the LB-

ABE approach estimates the fundamental frequency F0ℓ and

the amplitude Aℓ of the missing harmonic components, with ℓ
indexing frames of 5 ms speech. Subsequently, lowband synthe-

sis is performed to generate sinusoids for each of the missing

harmonic components below fmax, where the sum of all gener-

ated sinusoids constitutes the artificial LB speech signal s̃LB(n).
The LB-ABE outputs non-overlapping frames of 5 ms length,

i.e., a frame length of N = 80 samples at a sample frequency

of fs =16 kHz. Based on a parallel ABE structure, the output is

calculated as superposition of the interpolated NB speech signal

sNB(n) (center), an estimated UB speech signal s̃UB(n) (top),

and the estimated LB speech signal s̃LB(n) (bottom).

Subjective listening tests revealed that the existence of LB

frequency components in speech contributes to an increased

speech quality [52], however, it was found that the potential

speech quality gain is even higher if the speech signal addition-

ally contains higher frequency components, i.e., f > 4 kHz.

Consequently, we assume the existence of an UB-ABE in the

following. The interested reader may be referred to [28] for

further information on our employed UB-ABE approach, but it

could be any other as well.
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A. Amplitude Estimation (Aℓ)

Based on experiments conducted in [45], we simplify the

amplitude estimation process by assuming that the harmonics

below fh = 700 Hz have an approximately identical amplitude.

Justification of this somewhat ad-hoc assumption will be pro-

vided both by instrumental measures and subjective listening

tests. The following efforts aim at finding the amplitude of the

still existing harmonic frequencies below fh .

The current NB speech frame sNB
ℓ (n′), n′∈ N ′

ℓ (with N ′
ℓ be-

ing the set of NB sample indices for frame ℓ) serves as input and

contains 5 ms speech plus 5 ms look back. The resulting analysis

window related to NB speech frame ℓ is of length K ′= 80 sam-

ples. First, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is calculated

following

SNB
ℓ (k′) =

∑

n ′∈N ′

sNB
ℓ (n′) · e−j2π n ′k ′

K ′ , (1)

with k′ ∈ K′ = {0, 1, . . . ,K ′−1}. The frequency component

having the highest amplitude below fh is found at location

k′
max,ℓ = argmax

k ′∈K′
h

|SNB
ℓ (k′)|, (2)

with K′
h ⊂ K′ being the set of DFT indices representing fre-

quencies below fh as being introduced before. The frequency

component at bin k′
max,ℓ is assumed to be among the lowest still

received harmonics. The amplitude estimate for the missing LB

harmonic(s) of the current frame ℓ is then calculated as

Aℓ = α

[
1

K ′

∣∣SNB
ℓ (k′

max,ℓ)
∣∣
]

+ (1 − α)Aℓ−1 , (3)

with A0 = 0 and α = 0.35 leading to a first-order IIR filter

for smoothing the amplitude track. The fact that the ampli-

tude of a harmonic track during voiced speech changes rather

slowly over time has been exploited in the form of long-term

prediction within speech coding schemes for decades [2]. Ap-

plied to LB-ABE, a slowly-changing amplitude estimate is the

primarily expected outcome of the amplitude estimation. Be-

sides simplicity, one of the main advantages of this approach is

an increased robustness against outliers. At the same time, the

estimate represents the amplitude characteristics of the still ex-

isting harmonic components and thereby automatically adapts

the later generated sinusoidal to match the characteristics of the

harmonic structure from the input signal which in consequence

leads to linearity between input and output level of the proposed

approach. The capability to adapt to the harmonics in the input

signal while remaining robust against potential outliers is pa-

rameterized by α, which has been found by informal listening

experiments.

B. Fundamental Frequency Estimation (F0ℓ)

Fundamental frequency estimation is limited to a frequency

range of 50 Hz ≤ F0ℓ ≤ 650 Hz, with F0ℓ being the funda-

mental frequency estimate for the current frame ℓ. To overcome

low-resolution problems, the interpolated and lowpass-filtered

speech signal sNB(n) at 16 kHz sampling rate is input to

the fundamental frequency estimation. Furthermore, to capture

frequencies as low as f = 50 Hz, at least two periods 2T =
2/f = 40 ms have to be considered, thus the analysis frame

length is chosen to be Nw = 8N = 640 samples (40 ms). Due

to delay restrictions, the analysis frame has no lookahead, in-

stead, it contains the past seven frames as lookback to collect 40

ms of speech. Consequently, in the presented framework, fun-

damental frequency estimation is performed in frames ℓ ≥ 8.

The fundamental frequency estimation is mainly based on the

robust algorithm for pitch tracking (RAPT) [53], but has been

modified to determine fundamental frequency candidates with-

out introducing any extra algorithmic delay. We achieve this by

considering past F0 estimates. In the following we will briefly

sketch this modified algorithm until we reach the F0 estimate

in (10). The normalized cross-correlation function (NCCF) co-

efficients [53]

NCCFℓ(ν) =

∑
n∈N

( ν )
ℓ

|sNB(n)| · |sNB(n + ν)|
√

eℓ(0) · eℓ(ν)
(4)

are calculated, with N
(ν )
ℓ comprising {Nℓ−7 ,Nℓ−6 , . . . ,Nℓ},

however, with the last ν samples dropped (resulting in 8N−ν
samples). The energy function eℓ(ν) is defined as

eℓ(ν) =
∑

n∈N
( ν )

ℓ

|sNB(n)|2 , ν ∈ {0, . . . , 8N − 1}, (5)

with N
(ν )
ℓ comprising {Nℓ−7 ,Nℓ−6 , . . . ,Nℓ}, however, with

the first ν samples dropped (resulting in 8N−ν samples).

Peaks found in the NCCF coefficients at index νℓ(j) stand for

time periods Tℓ(j) = νℓ(j)/fs of strong harmonic components

present in the analysis frame, with j ∈ Pℓ being the j-th peak

and Pℓ being the set of indices of all peaks found in the current

frame ℓ. From these time periods, potential fundamental fre-

quency candidates can easily be calculated as fℓ(j) = Tℓ(j)
−1

.

The corresponding magnitudes are denoted as observations

bℓ(j) := NCCF(νℓ(j)). Please note that since RAPT was de-

fined for batch processing of speech files, we do not use dynamic

programming in the following to determine a fundamental fre-

quency track over the entire speech file. Instead, we calculate

a Viterbi score to also consider the fundamental frequency es-

timates from the past frames, leading to a smooth fundamental

frequency track. Viterbi decoding without any algorithmic delay

(remember that the analysis frame for fundamental frequency

estimation does not contain any lookahead) is performed by

calculating the score

δℓ(j) =

[
max
i∈Pℓ−1

δℓ−1(i) · aℓ(i, j)

]
· bℓ(j). (6)

Due to the recursive calculation of the score, information from

all past frames is exploited to calculate the current score. The

transition probability is modeled as

aℓ(i, j) = P (fℓ(j)|fℓ−1(i))

= max

(
1 −

∣∣∣∣
fℓ(j) − fℓ−1(i)

∆f

∣∣∣∣
β

, 0

)
. (7)

If the distance between the consecutive frequencies is larger than

∆f , the particular transition is forbidden. For the first frame,
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the Viterbi score is obtained following

δ1(j) = π(i) · bℓ(j), (8)

with π(i) being a GMM with two modes, modeling the initial

distribution of fundamental frequency values of women and

men. The values π(i) and the parameters β = 0.3679 and ∆f =
285 Hz have been found beforehand in an optimization phase.

Finally, the index of the most plausible peak location

j∗ℓ = argmax
j∈Pℓ

δℓ(j) (9)

is found, leading to the fundamental frequency estimate

F0ℓ = fℓ(j
∗
ℓ ). (10)

C. Lowband Synthesis

In the continuous-time domain, a sine wave with amplitude

A and frequency f is described by

A · sin (2πft + ϕ) ,

with ϕ being the phase shift and t being the continuous-

time index. Time discretization is achieved by substituting

t = n/fs , and together with the estimated harmonic frequency

h · F0ℓ , h ∈ {1, 2}, and amplitude Aℓ , a sinusoid restoring the

h-th harmonic component can be generated following

Aℓ · sin

(
2π · (h · F0ℓ) ·

(
n

fs

)
+ ϕ

(h)
ℓ

)
, (11)

with ϕ
(h)
ℓ now being the phase shift of the h-th harmonic.2

However, this approach suffers from the following three short-

comings:

1) Fundamental frequency and amplitude estimates are pro-

vided for each frame of 5 ms. Even small changes of these

estimates over time lead to undesired switching effects at

the frame borders during an active LB extension.

2) Abruptly starting or stopping of the LB extension causes

switching effects in the generated sinusoidal track.

3) Assuming the phase shift ϕ
(h)
ℓ is provided by an estimator,

each estimation error will inevitably disturb synthesis of

a continuous waveform and thereby produces artifacts.

To tackle the first problem, a sigmoid-shaped interpolation

function σ(n; Λℓ−1 ,Λℓ), interpolating between some entities

Λℓ−1 and Λℓ (being fundamental frequency or amplitude esti-

mates), is introduced, providing seamless transitions on sample

level for the respective transition from frame ℓ−1 to ℓ. By

means of this interpolation function, the fundamental frequency

and amplitude on sample level are obtained following

F0ℓ(n) = σ(n;F0ℓ−1 , F0ℓ), (12)

Aℓ(n) = σ(n;Aℓ−1 , Aℓ), (13)

respectively. Both values, F0ℓ(n) and Aℓ(n), replace F0ℓ and

Aℓ in (11), respectively, in order to generate smooth sinusoidal

2Given the preprocessing of speech data and the resulting lower cut-off fre-
quency in this work, the maximum number of harmonics to be synthesized is
set to two. In other environments, the proposed LB-ABE can be parameterized
to synthesize either more or even less than two harmonics.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of lowband synthesis processing. First, the harmonic

state q
(h )
ℓ

is determined (see Appendix B) for each missing harmonic h ∈
{1, 2} by means of the frame-wisely calculated fundamental frequency estimate

F 0ℓ . The harmonic state q
(h )
ℓ

controls the sigmoid-shaped frame-to-sample

interpolation function σ(n; ·, ·) (see Appendix A) for amplitude estimate Aℓ

and fundamental frequency estimate F 0ℓ . Fading values α
(h )
ℓ

(n) for carefully
fading in and fading out the lowband component are also controlled by current

state q
(h )
ℓ

(see Appendix B). Finally, sinusoidal synthesis for generating s̃LB
ℓ (n)

is performed, following (15).

tracks. For more details on the frame-to-sample interpolation

σ(·) see Appendix A.

The process of LB synthesis is controlled via a state machine,3

which models the temporal process of fade-in and fade-out of

the artificially generated sinusoidal tracks. For every frame and

missing harmonic, indexed by h, the harmonic state q
(h)
ℓ is de-

termined, as shown in Fig. 2. Based on the harmonic state q
(h)
ℓ ,

the interpolation functions σ(·) in (12) and (13) are parameter-

ized. A detailed description of the state machine can be found

in Appendix B and Table V.

To solve the second issue, a fading strategy is implemented to

overcome artifacts caused by switching on or off the LB-ABE by

introducing fading values α
(h)
ℓ (n) on sample level. The fading

factors are also determined using the harmonic state machine as

outlined in Appendix B, Table V. The fading factors are applied

to (11), preventing sinusoids with high amplitudes when the

sinusoidal synthesis starts, as well as preventing abruptly ending

sinusoids with high amplitudes when the sinusoidal synthesis

ends.

Regarding the third problem, previous research found that a

high-fidelity temporal continuity of the phase is more important

than trying to estimate the true phase of the missing harmonic(s)

on a frame level (see, e.g., [45], [46], [54]). The latter approach

would then produce phase estimation errors, which might have

phase discontinuities at the frame borders (see also [31]). There-

fore, we recursively calculate the phase shift in (11), serving as

phase offset for continuous synthesis of the sinusoidal track.

By means of the past fundamental frequency estimate F0ℓ−1

from (10), the sine’s phase shift valid one instant after the pre-

vious frame ℓ − 1 ended (last sample index from past frame is

n = N − 1) for the next virtual sample (which could be indexed

by n=N for the moment), is obtained following

ϕ
(h)
ℓ−1 = 2π · (h · F0ℓ−1) ·

(
N

fs

)
+ ϕ

(h)
ℓ−2 . (14)

3Please note that the states from this state machine are not related to the
Viterbi states j ∈ Pℓ , described in Sec. II-B.
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Doing so results in a perfectly controlled continuous phase pro-

gression over time. For the first frame, this additional phase term

is set to zero.

The artificial LB speech component to be added in Fig. 1 is

finally obtained by means of sinusoidal synthesis (using fading

values α
(h)
ℓ (n), as well as (12), (13), and (14))

s̃LB
ℓ (n) =

∑

h∈{1,2}

α
(h)
ℓ (n)·Aℓ(n)

· sin

(
2π ·(h · F0ℓ(n))·

(
n

fs

)
+ ϕ

(h)
ℓ−1

)
, (15)

as sum of the missing harmonics and thus concluding the LB-

ABE presented in Fig. 2.

Estimation errors are unavoidable since RAPT (or any other

fundamental frequency estimators) has limited capabilities, es-

pecially if the input signal suffers from any kind of distortion,

such as speech coding or the application of filter masks to meet

the requirements of speech transmission systems. To further

minimize the influence of potential outliers, the moving average

F0 over the the past 3 seconds of fundamental frequency esti-

mates is calculated. The sinusoidal synthesis is only active, if

F0 ≤ fmax = 300 Hz. Furthermore, sinusoidal synthesis is only

active, if the fundamental frequency estimate F0ℓ is located in

the range F0 ± σ, with σ being the standard deviation of the

averaged fundamental frequency estimates.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Speech Databases

In order to obtain parameter α for amplitude estimation (c.f.

Sec. II-A), values π(i) and parameters β and ∆ for fundamental

frequency estimation (c.f. Sec. II-B), speech data with annotated

fundamental frequency values has been taken from the PTDB-

TUG database [55], while the final instrumental evaluation uses

speech data from the German and American English part of

the NTT database [56]. Four female and four male speakers

are included in each of the languages, providing 12 sentences

per speaker. One sentence from each speaker has been used to

obtain fundamental frequency estimates to calculate the initial

moving average F0 as described at the end of Section II-C and

consequently were removed from the data set for instrumen-

tal and subjective assessment. Speech data in the PTDB-TUG

database and the NTT database is sampled at 16 kHz.

B. Preprocessing

Speech data used in this work has been preprocessed to sim-

ulate transmission and device characteristics of a NB and WB

phone call by following largely the preprocessing scheme pre-

sented in [28], [57]. Any delay introduced in the following

preprocessing scheme was compensated for before applying in-

strumental measures. The speech data stemming from the speech

databases is clean, has not been subject to speech coding, and

thus is referred to as WB direct. Besides serving as reference

signal for instrumental quality assessment, all further conditions

are calculated from WB direct speech data.

For simulating a NB phone call, we follow Pulakka’s prepro-

cessing scheme [45]: First, the WB direct condition is highpass-

filtered using a modified mobile station input (MSIN) filter,

having the same magnitude response, however, is shifted along

the frequency axis to have the -3dB point at ≈295 Hz (instead

of ≈195 Hz). Subsequently, a second highpass filter is applied

to the speech signal, which eliminates frequency components

below 181 Hz. While Pulakka implemented the second filter

in the spectral domain, we employ an FIR filter in the time

domain for more convenient integration into our preprocessing

framework. The FIR filter is characterized by 80 dB attenua-

tion at 180 Hz and a passband starting at 300 Hz with a ripple

of 0.01 dB. Please note that these preprocessing steps are in

accordance with the sending sensitivity mask for handsets and

handset equipment standardized by 3GPP [58]. Consequently,

the LB-ABE generates speech components up to fmax =300 Hz,

with a potential 5 Hz overlap between speech content from the

NB signal and the synthesized LB signal to prevent gaps in the

harmonic tracks. Subsequently, the signal is subject to decima-

tion to 8 kHz sampling rate, 16-to-13-bit conversion, adaptive

multirate (AMR) coding at 12.2 kbps and immediate decoding

[59], and again 16-to-13-bit conversion. The resulting NB con-

dition is referred to as AMR and provides the input sNB(n′) to

the ABE framework, shown in Fig. 1. In case the UB-ABE has

been applied to AMR speech data, we will refer to the resulting

data as UB-ABE. If additionally the proposed LB-ABE is used,

we refer to the resulting data as LBUB-ABE.

To simulate a WB phone call, WB direct data is P.341-filtered

[60] and then subject to speech coding and decoding by the

AMR-WB codec at 12.65 kbps. The resulting condition is re-

ferred to as AMR-WB.

IV. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

A. Instrumental Evaluation

For instrumentally evaluating the synthesized LB speech

components, the log-spectral distortion (LSD) metric is em-

ployed, following [61]:

LSDℓ =

√√√√ 1

|K|

∑
k∈K

[
20log10

(
|Sℓ(k)|

|Ŝℓ(k)|

)]2

,

with K being the set of DFT bin indices taken into considera-

tion for LSD calculation. The spectra S and Ŝ denote the DFT

spectrum of the reference and the degraded speech signal under

test, respectively. We will report a WB-LSD, i.e., considering

frequencies f <7000 Hz, an LB-LSD metric considering only

the LB speech components (0<f <200 Hz), and additionally,

an UB-LSD for a frequency range of 4000<f <7000 Hz.

The resulting LSD values are presented in Tab. I. Obvi-

ously, for the AMR condition, the LSD values are the largest.

Employment of the UB-ABE improves WB-LSD and UB-

LSD values by a significant −7.20 dB and −12.43 dB, re-

spectively. On average, the artificially estimated UB speech

component leads to an improvement of −12.43 dB/(7000 −
4000) Hz · 100 = −0.41 dB per 100 Hz. The LB-LSD remains
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TABLE I
INSTRUMENTAL ASSESSMENT USING WB-LSD (UP TO 7 KHZ), UB-LSD

(4 . . . 7 KHZ), AND LB-LSD (0 . . . 200 HZ). THE BEST SCHEME BASED ON

AMR INPUT DATA IS PRINTED IN BOLD FACE

TABLE II
INSTRUMENTAL ASSESSMENT USING WB-PESQ (AMR WAS UPSAMPLED) AND

NB-PESQ (UB-ABE, LBUB-ABE, AND AMR-WB CONDITIONS WERE

DOWNSAMPLED). THE BEST SCHEME BASED ON AMR INPUT DATA IS PRINTED

IN BOLD FACE

practically unchanged.4 Adding the proposed LB-ABE (ap-

proach LBUB-ABE) improves the AMR condition by −5.15

dB in LB-LSD, which corresponds to an improvement of

−5.15 dB/(300 − 0) Hz · 100 = −1.72 dB per 100 Hz, thus

exhibiting more than 4 times the restoring capabilities as com-

pared to the UB-ABE approach.

Regarding instrumental speech quality assessment, measures

such as NB-PESQ [62], WB-PESQ [63], POLQA [64], or

QABE [65] cannot be used for the presented LB-ABE ap-

proach, since these measures have not been developed for

LB-ABE approaches. Still for information, Tab. II reports

WB-PESQ [63] and NB-PESQ [62] results, the latter being

measured on lowpass-filtered speech downsampled to 8 kHz

sampling rate. Regarding WB-PESQ, the positive effect of UB-

ABE is hardly visible. The benefit of employing an LB-ABE is

also only slightly reflected by WB-PESQ predictions, while for

WB-coded data a clear advantage over AMR data is attested.

We also evaluated the conditions using WB-PESQ with corri-

gendum 2 applied, i.e., with a bug fix presented in early 2018

[66], however, the same behavior and thus the same conclusions

compared to WB-PESQ resulted. With respect to NB-PESQ, ob-

viously no difference between AMR and the UB-ABE condition

can be observed, since the signals have been lowpass-filtered.

Opposed to WB-PESQ, NB-PESQ attests the LBUB-ABE con-

dition a speech degradation compared to AMR, while AMR-

WB performs best. These small differences of speech quality

among the tested NB and ABE conditions as predicted by WB-

and NB-PESQ do not represent the results from informal lis-

tening tests conducted in our labs. Due to these inconclusive

results, some spectral analysis (Section IV-B), and a subjective

assessment (Section IV-C) become necessary.

4Please note that the application of any kind of speech enhancement approach
such as the presented ABE schemes may result in very small deviations in LSD
measurement at frequency ranges, which were not objective of the respective
speech enhancement technique.

Fig. 3. Spectral analysis of a male speaker’s speech signal (ge01m002) in the
conditions AMR (top), LBUB-ABE (center), and WB direct (bottom), limited
to approx. 4s of speech and a maximum frequency of 500 Hz.

B. Spectral Analysis

To visualize the effect of our proposed LB-ABE, Fig. 3 shows

a spectral comparison of the conditions AMR (top), LBUB-

ABE (center), and WB direct (bottom) for frequencies below

500 Hz of a speech signal from a male speaker. The top plot

illustrates the effect of NB preprocessing: All harmonic com-

ponents below 295 Hz, however, most certainly below 181 Hz

(c.f. Section III-B), are removed during calculation of the AMR

condition, which serves as input to the proposed LB-ABE ap-

proach. In this particular example, the first two harmonics were

completely lost, while the third harmonic is partly removed at

times where the third harmonic track fell below 300 Hz. The

center plot shows the output of the proposed LB-ABE approach,

i.e., the artificially generated sinusoids, which, compared to the

spectrum in the bottom plot denoting the WB direct condi-

tion, restore most of the missing harmonics in the LB frequency

range.

In another experiment, we deactivated the Viterbi algorithm

presented in Section II-B and simply chose as F0ℓ estimate

the fundamental frequency candidate with the highest NCCFℓ .

Doing so leads to a 0.07 dB increase of LB-LSD, indicating a

slightly worse performance. In informal listening tests, however,

we notice severe artifacts. For a more meaningful analysis, Fig. 4

shows the spectra of the LBUB-ABE approach, once without

Viterbi (top) and once with Viterbi (center), and for comparison,

also the WB direct spectrum (bottom). It can be observed, that

without Viterbi more LB content is generated compared to the

LB-ABE including the Viterbi. Between 0 and 0.25s, the non-

Viterbi-based approach correctly detects a missing harmonic

component and accordingly synthesizes a sinusoid (top plot,

1 ). However, at 0.6s an estimation error occurs over several

frames (top plot, 2 ), destroying the harmonic structure and

therefore causing a severe artifact. Opposed to the non-Viterbi

approach, the proposed Viterbi-based approach prevents this

misplaced sinusoid (center plot, 2 ) and thereby an audible

artifact, due to consideration of the past frames by means of the

Viterbi score, described in (6). On the other hand, the Viterbi-

based approach lacks the missing harmonic components in the
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Fig. 4. Spectral analysis of a female speaker’s speech signal (ge03f075) in
the conditions LBUB-ABE w/o Viterbi (top), LBUB-ABE w/ Viterbi (center),
and WB direct (bottom), limited to approx. 1.25s of speech and a maximum
frequency of 500 Hz.

TABLE III
OVERVIEW OF MEAN, MINIMUM (MIN.), AND MAXIMUM (MAX.)

FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY F 0 OF EACH SPEAKER PROVIDING THE SIGNALS

UNDER TEST FOR SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF SPEECH QUALITY.
FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY STATISTICS MEASURED ON SPEECH DATA IN WB

DIRECT CONDITION USING PRAAT [68]

time between 0 and 0.25s (center plot, 1 ), revealing a trade-off

between possible artifacts and correctly synthesized LB content.

Reducing the impact of fundamental frequency estimation errors

and thereby taking the risk of missing a harmonic component

was found to be more important than synthesis of as much

sinusoids as possible.

While the LSD difference is small, we observed a clear per-

ceptual difference in the above described spectral analysis exper-

iment. These inconsistent results together with the implausible

WB- and NB-PESQ results found in Sec. IV-A, inevitably lead

to the necessity of a subjective listening test, which is conducted

in the next subsection.

C. Subjective Assessment

Subjective speech quality assessment is done via a semi-

formal comparison category rating (CCR)[67, Annex E] test, in

which two conditions A and B are compared to each other on

the CMOS scale, i.e., −3 (B is much worse than A) up to 3 (B

is much better than A) with integer steps in between. The sig-

nals under test stem from two female and two male speakers of

the German part of the NTT database. Regarding the potential

of the proposed LB-ABE in a subsequent subjective listening

test, a rough idea can be obtained by analyzing the fundamental

frequency of the speakers under test using Praat [68]. This is

done on the basis of the WB direct data to obtain fundamental

frequency tracks. Statistics calculated from these fundamental

frequency contours are presented in Tab. III. For all speakers, the

mean fundamental frequency is lower than fmax = 300 Hz, thus

the speech signals provided by these speakers will mostly lack

at least the first harmonic component and are suitable for pro-

cessing with the proposed LB extension approach. A maximum

F0 larger than fmax for female A and B indicates fade-outs of

the LB-ABE approach during active periods. Both male speak-

ers have a maximum fundamental frequency smaller than fmax,

and thus synthesis of at least the first harmonic is potentially

possible without fade-out. Regarding the LB-ABE approach,

this set of speakers exhibits high potential for speech quality

improvement but also for degradation due to estimation errors.

Four sentences are taken from each speaker and the condi-

tions AMR, UB-ABE, LBUB-ABE, and AMR-WB are de-

rived according to Sec. III-B, normalized to −26 dBov follow-

ing ITU-T P.56 [69], and finally converted to 48 kHz sampling

rate. Comparing all four conditions to each other leads to six

CCR comparisons, denoted by 1©– 6©. During a preliminary

familiarization phase, 12 comparisons were scored by the test

subjects to get acquainted to the CCR scale and to find a suitable

playback level. In this familiarization phase, for which one of

the four sentences from each speaker was used, all six CCR

comparisons were presented. The three remaining sentences per

speaker were then used in the main test, which is the basis for

the reported results in the following. All possible comparisons

(4 speakers x 3 sentences x 6 CCR comparisons = 72) were

split into two listening test panels, while remaining balanced

over conditions and speakers. Each comparison is tested in both

directions (i.e., A vs. B and B vs. A), leading to 72 randomized

comparisons in each of the two listening test panels. A total of

16 German native speakers without any known hearing impair-

ment served as test subjects, which were given a service charge

for their participation. The test subjects were equally assigned

to one of the two listening test panels. The speech signals under

test were presented to the test subjects via a conventional PC

with external RME Fireface 400 over AKG K-271 MK

II headphones in diotic fashion. Subjects were allowed to re-

peatedly listen to the signals under test.

In Tab. IV, the speaker-dependent CMOS values with the

respective 95% confidence intervals (CI95) for the CCR com-

parisons 1©– 6© are presented, including the overall means and

confidence intervals.5 Please note that on average, the LB ex-

tension is active in about 27% of the frames in all speech files

under test, with speaker-dependent percentages being in the

range from 24% to 29%.

Obviously, switching from AMR to AMR-WB is rewarded

by the test subjects with the highest CMOS value of 2.42 over

the entire subjective listening test ( 1©). The two following CCR

comparisons 2© and 3© answer the question, how the gap as

observed in 1© shrinks by employing UB-ABE and further

LBUB-ABE. On average, UB-ABE leads to a smaller gap of

2.03 CMOS points, while additionally enabling the proposed LB

extension leads to an even smaller gap of 1.81 CMOS points,

proving the effectiveness of the proposed approach. If, dur-

ing a WB call, the speech codec has to be switched to an NB

5Please note that Tab. IV shows only half of the confidence interval width
to simplify the presentation. The actual confidence interval can be calculated
as follows: [CMOS−CI95, CMOS+CI95], by means of the CMOS and related
CI95 values as presented in Tab. IV.
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TABLE IV
SUBJECTIVE SPEECH QUALITY ASSESSMENT: RESULTS FROM A CCR TEST, EVALUATING THE UB-ABE BASELINE AND THE LBUB-ABE APPROACH VS. NB AND

WB-CODED SPEECH SIGNALS. ON AVERAGE, CONDITION B (MARKED BY A *) ALWAYS TURNS OUT TO HAVE BETTER QUALITY THAN CONDITION A

speech codec (e.g., during a mobile cell handover procedure or

if cell reception falls below a certain threshold), the employment

of LBUB-ABEreduces the resulting speech quality drop from

2.42 CMOS points (observed in 1©) to only 1.81 CMOS points

(observed in 3©), which accounts to about 25% less drop in

speech quality.

On the other hand, the speech quality increase of UB-ABE

and LBUB-ABE compared to the AMR condition is investi-

gated in 5© and 6©. On average, both ABE conditions signif-

icantly improve the underlying AMR condition, with LBUB-

ABE having a slightly higher CMOS mean. In the following,

we will analyze the impact of LB extension on female and male

speakers individually.

1) Female Speakers: The superiority of LBUB-ABE over

UB-ABE for both female speakers becomes apparent when

comparing CCR conditions 5© and 6©. Test subjects noticed

a difference whether or not the LB extension is applied, with the

result that CMOS scores in 6© are less gender-dependent than

in 5©. This leads to the conclusion that a combination of both

LB-ABE and UB-ABE is useful especially for female speakers.

Both female speakers A and B take profit from LB extension

as can be seen when comparing 2© and 3©, i.e., the additional

employment of LB extension accounts for more than 0.2 CMOS

points improvement. This observation may be explained by the

fact, that the LB extension contributes to restoring the spectral

balance of female speakers, who might suffer from an imbal-

anced spectral distribution after only applying UB-ABE. To

understand this, we have to consider that female speakers in

general have about 20% higher formant frequencies [3], [4],

i.e., a spectral centroid on average at a higher frequency than

men. Most of the formant frequencies are still present in the

AMR condition, however, with a missing LB, a spectral im-

balance towards high frequencies results, which consequently

affects female speakers stronger than male speakers. Of course,

UB-ABE improves speech quality [28], [33], however, it does

not sufficiently restore spectral balance over sounds, especially

for female speakers. In [12] it was already stated, that only the

simultaneous extension towards high and low frequencies leads

to the maximum improvement possible, rather than the exclusive

use of only one of the techniques.

2) Male Speakers: Due to their respective low mean funda-

mental frequencies, for both male speakers most of the time two

harmonics were synthesized (c.f. Tab. III). Therefore, it is no sur-

prise that for these speakers the CCR comparison 3© attests an

even higher-than-average capability to reduce the speech quality

gap towards AMR-WB as observed in 1©. The direct compari-

son of UB-ABE and LBUB-ABE in 4© reveals a speech quality

gain of a very strong and even on individual basis significant

0.48 and a good 0.21 CMOS points for male A and male B,

respectively. This is not surprising, as male A has the lowest

mean fundamental frequency (c.f. Tab. III) over all of the four

tested speakers and thus the highest potential for improvement

by LB extension, followed by male B and female B. Obtaining

the highest CMOS value of all speakers is therefore plausible

and proves at the same time that the LB extension successfully

synthesizes multiple tracks of missing harmonics, leading to an

increased speech quality.

In summary, test condition 4© shows that each speaker, male

and female, takes profit from an LB extension. On average

over speakers, LB extension improves the speech quality by a

significant 0.26 CMOS points.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a lowband (LB) artificial speech bandwidth

extension (ABE) approach is presented, restoring missing har-

monic components at frequencies below 300 Hz, which were

omitted in telephone calls. The proposed time-domain approach

is based on sinusoidal synthesis, while employing a sophisti-

cated harmonic state machine, controlling the signal genera-

tion process, and therefore preventing annoying artifacts and

enabling the synthesis of natural LB speech components. The

proposed LB extension is shown to be useful both for female

and male speakers, particularly when an ABE towards some

upper band (UB) is already being used, since the perceptually

important spectral balance of speech is then restored.

In a subjective listening test, the speech quality drop observed

between wideband speech and narrowband (NB) speech could

be reduced by 25%, if the NB signal is processed by the com-

bination of LB and UB extension. Employment of the LB ex-

tension additionally improves the UB extension by a significant

0.26 CMOS points.

APPENDIX A

INTERPOLATION FUNCTION

As can be seen in Fig. 5, the interpolation function is based on

a sigmoid function, having small slope at the frame borders and

thus being able to compensate for large frequency or amplitude
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Fig. 5. Sigmoid-based interpolation function σ(n; Λℓ−1 , Λℓ ) to obtain
smooth transitions on sample basis using frame-wise calculated entities Λℓ−1

(valid for n=0) and Λℓ (valid for n=N−1).

shifts over time. The general sigmoid function that we deploy

is defined as

σ′(n) =
1

1 + e−α(n−N
2 )

, with 0 ≤ n ≤ N−1,

with N being the frame length (i.e., 5 ms) and parameter α=
0.1. To adapt the sigmoid function to any desired start and end

value, Λℓ−1 and Λℓ , respectively, min-max scaling of σ′(n) is

performed following

σ(n; Λℓ−1 ,Λℓ) =
σ′(n) − Λ′

min

Λ′
max − Λ′

min

· (Λℓ − Λℓ−1) + Λℓ−1 , (16)

with Λ′
max and Λ′

min being the respective maximum and mini-

mum value of σ′(n) in 0≤n≤N−1. The resulting interpolation

function for general values Λℓ−1 and Λℓ is shown in Fig. 5.

Please note that for descending transitions, i.e., Λℓ−1 >Λℓ ,

σ′(n) is multiplied by −1 before min-max scaling, which, how-

ever, for simplicity reasons is not explicitly indicated in this

work.

APPENDIX B

HARMONIC STATE MACHINE

Considering once again the physiology of human speech pro-

duction, the movement of the glottis is also influenced by its

inertia, so that particularly a periodic excitation needs a short

amount of time to start and also to come to an end. To model

the glottis’ inertia on the signal level, a state machine is de-

fined, introducing intermediate steps on the path to switching

on and off the LB extension process in (15) in a step-wise soft

manner. The state flow diagram is shown in Fig. 6. The state

machine executes transitions as shown in Fig. 6 by evaluat-

ing the control variable c, which is either c = c
(h)
ℓ = 1 (true)

or c̄ = c
(h)
ℓ = 0 (false). State q1 is the initial state and stands

for a deactivated sinusoidal synthesis. Opposed to the initial

state, state q5 stands for a fully active sinusoidal synthesis. The

activation states q2 , . . . , q5 use the amplitude and fundamental

frequency estimates directly for sinusoidal synthesis, with am-

plitude and fundamental frequency transitions modeled via (16)

on sample level. For each LB harmonic h ∈ {1, 2} a separate

state machine is active, meaning that effectively two, one, or no

LB harmonic may be generated. The control variable is updated,

after fundamental frequency F0ℓ from (10) has been estimated,

Fig. 6. State machine diagram for controlling sinusoidal synthesis. Depending

on the current state q
(h )
ℓ

= qz , with z ∈ {1, . . . , 8}, a different parameter set
for sinusoidal synthesis is chosen (c.f. Tab. V for more details). State transitions
are evaluated by means of a control variable c, which is either c (true) or c̄
(false). After carefully fading in the sinusoids, the state machine will converge
into q5 (“on”), otherwise the state machine will remain in state q1 (“off”).

TABLE V
TABLE SHOWING DEFINITION OF AMPLITUDE Aℓ (n), FREQUENCY F 0ℓ (n),

AND FADING VALUES α
(h )
ℓ

(n) USED FOR SINUSOIDAL SYNTHESIS FOR THE

DIFFERENT STATES q
(h )
ℓ

= qz

following

c
(h)
ℓ =

{
1 if 0 Hz < h · F0ℓ < fmax,

0 else.
(17)

Subsequently a state transition step is performed and the result-

ing state controls the computation of fundamental frequency

F0ℓ(n) and amplitude Aℓ(n) according to (12) and (13), re-

spectively, and of fading values α
(h)
ℓ (n) for sinusoidal synthesis

as defined in Tab. V.

During the transition from q1 (LB-ABE off) to q5 (LB-ABE

on), the activation states q2 , q3 , and q4 are passed, which con-

trol a fade-in function to carefully introduce the LB speech

component into the resulting WB speech signal. Deactivation

states q6 , q7 , and q8 are responsible for carefully fading out

the LB speech component. While fading out, the currently esti-

mated amplitude and fundamental frequency are not trustworthy.

Therefore, A∗ and F0∗ denote the latest estimated amplitude and

fundamental frequency value, respectively, for which c
(h)
ℓ =1

held. Both values are updated in states q2 , q3 , q4 , q5 and taken

from memory for states q6 , q7 , q8 . Considering a state transition

from q3 to q7 , then A∗ and F0∗ stand for the estimated amplitude

and fundamental frequency values which were valid in state q3

(i.e., values estimated for frame ℓ − 1). On the other hand, con-

sidering a state transition from q6 to q7 , then A∗ and F0∗ stand

for the estimated amplitude and fundamental frequency value

valid in state q5 (i.e., values estimated for frame ℓ − 2 in this

case).
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If, during voiced speech, a fundamental frequency is esti-

mated leading to c
(h)
ℓ = 0, two things might have happened:

The speech in the current frame is in fact not voiced anymore

and the sinusoidal synthesis needs to fade-out, or the estimated

fundamental frequency is likely to be wrong. Analog to this

scenario, during unvoiced speech, a fundamental frequency es-

timate could lead to c
(h)
ℓ = 1, meaning either that the current

speech frame actually contains voiced speech and consequently

that sinusoidal synthesis has to fade-in, or again that the esti-

mated fundamental frequency is likely to be wrong. For all of

these cases, artifacts due to falsely synthesized sinusoids have

to be prevented, while fading in or out the generated sinusoids

has to be performed as quickly as possible. To solve this, ac-

cording to Tab. V, the first activating state q2 (coming from q1)

only fades in towards 25%, while the first deactivating state q6

(coming from q5) only fades out towards 80%. If the control

variable c in the next frame is then again calculated based on a

correct fundamental frequency estimate, LB extension can eas-

ily recover from this error without introducing artifacts in the

LB speech signal.

The fading values α
(h)
ℓ (n) are chosen to allow seamless fad-

ing from state to state, as shown in Tab. V. Preliminary informal

subjective listening tests revealed that fast fading in is of higher

importance than fast fading out. Consequently, in Tab. V an

asymmetrical fading strategy is implemented, i.e., fading in to-

wards 0.25 vs. fading out only by 1.00 − 0.80 = 0.20.
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